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For this reason, a work of art must never be 
seen as a finished product: it must constantly be 
in the process of only becoming and always in 
the process of distancing and questioning itself. 
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Introduction 
 

In modern culturological studies, the leading 
place is occupied by folklore pragmatics. The 
small folklore forms structure, semantics and 
symbolism, which are orders, verbal formulas-
wishes, dream books, beliefs, ritual sayings, 
signs, etc., elements of the so-called verbal ritual 
code. Important in this regard are verbal and 
pragmatic formulas for the addressee - amulets, 
warnings, their intention, including warnings, 
threats, insults, intimidation, flattery, farewell 
etc. (Levkievskaya, 2002; Chudzik, 2002; Koro-
lyova & Korolyov 2020). The genesis of small 
genres, in turn, is closely linked to the recon-
struction problem – the depth of genre immersi-
on in an archaic cultural state. 

Works of famous ethnologists of the twenti-
eth century such as E. Durkheim, O. Hubert, 
M. Mohs, B. Malinowski, L. Levi-Bruhl, E. Lea-
gue confirm that the reality conceptualization 
and categorization methods inherent in different 
primitive cultures cannot be characterized with-
out different views on the primitive and modern 
man‟s world, on the one hand, and without the 
cultural context in which they act, on the other. 
Observers are deforming and almost always dis-
torting institutions and beliefs about which they 
write while inadvertently use the concepts they 
are accustomed to (Levy-Bruhl, 1994, p. 332). 

In this regard, folklore, small forms (especial-
ly ritual wishes, omens, divinations and fore-
sight, etc.) are highly conservative and constitute 
a set of almost “fixed” formulas and motifs: hen-
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ce arises their similarity in different folklore tra-
ditions. As a result, it is necessary to reconstruct 
the ritual and its semiotic space consistently. 

Omens, along with orders, ritual dialogues, 
wishes, spells, are not just a verbal text, but a 
text-rite, text-ritual, with verbal and effective (ac-
tion) plans that are in inseparable unity with the 
ritual time, marked in the rite loci, subject, func-
tional, character, etc. codes (Vinogradova, 2004, 
p. 217) and correlated with the language magical 
function and the archetypal world model. Rus-
sian ethnographer A. Baiburin sees in the arche-
typal features thinking reconstruction the integri-
ty of archaic culture, the indivisibility of sign 
systems, the postulation of a specific rite meta-
language, which determine the mythoritual sce-
nario, create the impression of different stereo-
typing experience mechanisms (Bayburin, 1990, 
p. 3). Scholars define them as “stereotyped ritual 
or magic human behaviour” (Vinogradova, 
2004; Chudzik, 2002), “situational phrases ge-
netically related to ritual actions” (Zhuykova, 
2007), “pragmatic clichés-formants” (Balandina, 
2003).  

As noted by T. Agapkina and O. Belova, ty-
pologically, signs are associated with other forms 
and types of traditional predictions (omens, 
dreams, signs, etc.), as well as with divination. In 
omens, such significant national culture opposi-
tions as good-evil, life-death, top-bottom, good-
bad, man-woman are realized (Agapkina & Be-
lova, 2009, p. 279). 

L. Vinogradova attributes these texts to the 
border folklore “microgenres”, which are seen as 
all sorts of superstitious and meteorological 
signs, economic and household recommendati-
ons, “rules”, prohibitions, actions and customs 
motivations, interpretations, beliefs and other si-
milar texts of instructive-prognostic orientation. 
The latter are characterized by a high structure 
stability degree, which allows preserving the ar-
chaic creativity levels motifs and symbols. These 
units are essential for understanding and deciphe-
ring ritual-magical practice, in a certain ability to 
clarify the symbolic actions, motivations and 

meaning (Vinogradova, 1988, p. 278). 
The folk forecast, as ethnographers have re-

peatedly emphasized in their studies, is formed 
by “everyday (customary, practical, mass) con-
sciousness, which as a result of observations, 
generalizations or mythological and superstitious 
ideas predicts the future situation” (Ivanova, 
2005, p. 16). Recently, there have been done 
omens‟ complex studies concerning different lin-
guistic cultures, in which the folk omens seman-
tics is associated with various life, custom and 
ritual realities (Fattakhova, Kulkova, & Tugano-
va, 2014). 

An omen is a stable connection between two 
objective reality phenomena, one of which is un-
derstood as a sign, and the other as its interpreta-
tion, usually done in the form of a forecast for 
the future; linguistic (in the form of an aphorism, 
paremia) representation of this connection. As a 
rule, the omens include those interpretations that 
are based on the collective experience and are 
fixed in the collective memory (Agapkina & Be-
lova, 2009, p. 279). A similar definition is of-
fered by B. Norman and N. Rainokhova, accord-
ing to which an omen is a correlation of two situ-
ations (events) fixed by folk tradition, which are 
arbitrarily placed in a causal connection. Gener-
ally, this is a manifestation of verbal mythology 
and, at the same time, part of the everyday cul-
ture (Norman & Raynokhova, 2017, p. 6). 

 
From the History of the Omens‟  
Study and Their Classification 

 
According to the Slovak researcher Z. Profan-

tová (1986), the oldest signs are known from the 
Sumerian epic “Gilgamesh”, observations of the 
Babylonian Chaldeans and ancient Egyptians, 
from the Assyrian cuneiform tablets (p. 9) etc. 
Meteorological observations were already kno-
wn in the ancient Greece and Rome era, in par-
ticular, were presented in the “Odyssey” by Ho-
mer and “Theogony” by Hesiod. (eg: Když se vy-
noří souhvězdí Plejád, dcer Atlase, tedi začni 
žatvu, ale oř, když jde okolo (Profantová, 1986, 
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p. 9)). In this regard, the work “On the signs of 
the wind”, attributed to Theophrastus, is interest-
ing, where, in addition to numerous prognostic 
material, a meteorology state description as an 
empirical science in the classical period of Greek 
“natural philosophy” is given (Profantová, 1986, 
p. 9). 

In the oldest East Slavic chronicles, we can 
meet a word omen used as a term, which is giv-
en, in particular, in the ethnographic collection of 
I. M. Snegiryov. In V. Dahl‟s, F. Buslaev‟s, 
M. Sumtsov‟s folklore works the “omen” is used 
in the same context as the terms “belief”, “super-
stition”. O. M. Afanasyev distinguishes two 
types of conditional-consequential texts: derived 
on real observations basis as well as those de-
rived on the basis of mythological ideas (Afanas-
yev, 1995, pp. 15-23). 

In the field of Ukrainian folklore, such schol-
ars, collectors of folk poetry, as V M. Hnatyuk 
(“Selected articles on folk art”, 1966), M. Yu. 
Rusyn (“Folklore: traditions and modernity”, 
1991), L. S. Khrenov (“Folk signs and calendar”, 
1991), I. I. Ogienko (“Ukrainian culture”, 1992), 
V. T. Skuratovsky (“Moonlight”, “Rusalii”, 
1993).1 

 
Theoretical Background, Methodology  

and Description of the Issue 
 

In contrast to the literature, the folklore tradi-
tion is an example of semiotic programming, 
particularly at the subject-object level. It is inter-
esting to note that folklore historical and poetic 
studies allow us to consider it as an independent 
(in terms of semiotics – self-regulating) poetic 
structure that establishes subjective systemic 
connections with the real world. A systematic 
approach to understanding the folklore meaning 
brings to the foreground the problem of the sub-
ject creator as a certain consciousness form bear-
er (in this case – mythological). 

                                                           
1  For a detailed review of this issue, see: Mashtakova, 

2013, p. 32. 

Some phenomena were based on mythologi-
cal ideas about the world around. Since in the 
primitive man‟s life things were endowed with a 
magical function, the whole environment be-
came a source of many predictions and signs that 
concerned the life of man himself, his destiny, 
temperament (Afanasyev, 1995; Potebnya, 1989; 
Tolstoy, 1995a, and others).2 Such omens were 
called superstitious, irrational, unreal, supernatu-
ral, eg: Kdo začíná sekati v pátek, nedostane su-
chého stébla domů; Oheň od hromu uhasí se jen 
mlékem (Čečetka, 1900, pp. 254-255); Kamen 
z jeřábího hnízda vložený do lože rodičky us-
nadňuje porod (Svoboda, 1901, p. 311).  

However, in the “archetypal model of the 
world”, there was no division of omens into 
trustworthy – not credible, for the man gets to 
know the world in general, not from his own ex-
perience, and quite limitedly – from collective 
experience, but apprehends it as something im-
manent, internal (Tsivyan, 1985, pp. 154-179). 

The “archetypal man entrusts himself to the 
eternal and unchanging world, in which every-
thing is defined and where his well-being is en-
sured by the unquestioning observance of the so-
called “code of rules”. Thus, multiple predictive 
observations of the same type were memorized, 
worded in clichéd form, and had passed down 
from generation to generation as cognitive and 
value experience structures. Some believe that 
the omen is the remnants of “ancient symbolism, 
which established links between the physical and 
spiritual worlds” (Zhayvoronok, 2006, p. 481). 

In the same series is a set of rules governing a 
significant daily human behaviour part. Histori-
cally, the emergence of many signs can be ex-
plained by the connection with the archaic belief 
system. Thus, it is generally accepted that one 
should not greet or say goodbye across the door-
step. The doorstep of the ancient Slavs was con-
sidered the habitat of an evil force – the do-
movyk (household spirit). The ban on whistling 
or a disapproving attitude to whistling (Russian: 

                                                           
2  For a detailed review of this issue, see: Pohribna, 

2011, p. 13. 
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Don‟t whistle or there will be no money) dates 
back to the notion of the pagan god Posvist 
(Whistle) and some dangerous evil spirits (Zele-
nin, 2014). 

The archetypes‟ presence is a typological cha-
racteristic of the omen. According to Jung, there 
is no significant idea or view without their histor-
ical prototypes, which ultimately reach the arche-
typal preforms, the essence of which was out-
lined when consciousness has not yet thought, 
but perceived (Jung, 1991, pp. 137-144). Special 
significance is given to the connection of omen 
semantics and pragmatics and prophecies as cul-
tural texts with archetypes and various symbolic 
reinterpretations connected with them because 
each phenomenon is immersed in the existence 
of the beginning element (Petrichenko, 1999, 
pp. 87-90).  

In the most common sense, the image arche-
types are an ancient source, specific images, 
common (or similar) for the vast majority of hu-
manity. These images may be the same or may 
differ in the means of expression in different lan-
guages. Still, structurally they form specific pro-
totypes or can be reconstructed as prototypes or 
as omen profiles. 

The cultural profiling of concepts within the 
symbolic stereotypes theory is discussed in the 
works of Polish ethnolinguistic orientation repre-
sentatives (Grzegorzczykowa, 1998, p. 12; Mus-
zyński, 1998, p. 22). In this approach, the water 
profile in the cultural text contains the following 
manifestations: cosmogonic (water – the basis 
and source of life), a means of purification (ca-
tarrhal), a symbol of erotic experiences in tradi-
tional folk culture (Grzegorzczykowa, 1998, 
p. 12). Profiles function in two ways: they either 
openly enter the text, which directly describes 
the rite or part of it, the performer or outwardly 
have no material expression, exist as certain con-
ventionally fixed mental formations – non-verba-
lised mental sign correlates in the cultural text. 

Archetypes are constituent elements of a 
pragmatic signs‟ system. The world perception 
duality in the pre-Christian era explains the ar-

chetypal symbols of water, earth, fire, air (wind) 
ambivalence, the last acted in two main hyposta-
ses – creative, life-giving force and destructive, 
ruining force.  

M. I. Shakhnovich proposes to classify the 
omens by the magic types: industrial (hunting, 
fishing, agricultural, pastoral, craft), meteorolog-
ical, etc. I. Yu. Nazarova (2007), T. B. Shche-
panskaya (2010) and others are conducting their 
research in the same direction (as cited in Zavya-
lova, 2013, p. 188). 

V. I. Chicherov (1957) divides the omens into 
household ritual and labour calendar (p. 235), 
synthesizing the indicated approaches. Another 
systematization experience based on the reliabil-
ity of the reported facts is taking into account the 
form origin. A. N. Afanasyev (1988) divides 
omens into two types: derived from actual obser-
vations; superstitious, based not on experience 
but mythical representation (p. 63). His followers 
distinguish “authentic” omens, confirmed by ex-
perience, practice, and “magical”, based on the 
belief in the existence of the supernatural force. 
Occasionally the third group is mentioned – “er-
roneous” omens, created in the course of incor-
rect observations (as cited in Zavyalova, 2013, 
p. 189; Shakhnovich, 1984, p. 150). 

V. K. Kharchenko specifically stipulates this 
point: “Folk omen… verified by repeated obser-
vations or traditionally accepted and passed do-
wn from generation to generation events predic-
tion” (Kharchenko, 1992, p. 78; Zavyalova, 
2013, p. 189). 

The Czech and Slovak cultural traditions and 
folklore are also dominated by the thematic prin-
ciple of the feature division: economic and wea-
ther (F. Bartoš, J. Spilka), agronomic and mete-
orological (M. Čechová), economic and meteor-
ological (L. Havelková), calendar and chrono-
metric (Z. Vašků), calendar and symptomatic 
(not related to the calendar, statements about the 
weather, which contain common signs-symp-
toms) (Z. Profantová), etc. (Pohribna, 2011, 
p. 8). Thus, the Slovaks and Poles have the fol-
lowing signs: Suchý marec, mokrý máj, bude žito 
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ological (L. Havelková), calendar and chrono-
metric (Z. Vašků), calendar and symptomatic 
(not related to the calendar, statements about the 
weather, which contain common signs-symp-
toms) (Z. Profantová), etc. (Pohribna, 2011, 
p. 8). Thus, the Slovaks and Poles have the fol-
lowing signs: Suchý marec, mokrý máj, bude žito 
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ako háj (Engl. Dry March, wet May, rye will be 
thick as a grove); Suchý marec, studený apríl, 
mokrý máj, bude v stodole raj (Dry March, cold 
April, wet May – the paradise, will be in the 
barn) (Záturecký, 2018, p. 513), Chladný máj 
naplňuje stodoly (Cold May fills the barns (Zá-
turecký, 2018, p. 514), Keď na Medarda prší, 
bude pršať za štyridsať dní (When it comes to 
Medarda, it will rain for forty days) (Záturecký, 
2018, p. 515). Compare Polish predictions: Kto 
sieje w marcu ten zbiera w garncu (He who sows 
in March gathers in a pot), A kto sieje w maju, 
ten zbiera w jaju (And he who sows in May, gat-
hers in an egg). Polish Ciepłe deszcze w kwiecień 
rokują pogodną jesień (Krzyżanowski & Swir-
ko, 1970, p. 264), Gdy kwiecień chmurny, a maj 
z wiatrami, rok żyzny przed nami, Gdy w końcu 
kwietnia deszcz porosi, błogosławieństwo polom 
przynosi, Jeżeli w kwietniu pszczoły nie latają, 
to długie chłody się zapowiadają (Krzyżanowski 
& Swirko, 1970, p. 264), Kiedy w kwietniu 
słonko grzeje, rolnik nie zubożeje (Krzyżanows-
ki & Swirko, 1970, p. 265). 

Polish Gdy w marcu niebo od południa 
ryknie, rok wszego dobra w żyzności uniknie 
(Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1970, p. 397), Gdy w 
marcu od południa ryknie, wielki ci z tego uro-
dzaj wyniknie, Jak się w marcu rola kurzy, rolnik 
się nie dłuży (Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1970, p. 
398), Marzec, co z deszczem chadza, mokry 
czerwiec sprowadza, Marzec czy słoneczny, czy 
płaczliwy, listopada obraz żywy (Krzyżanowski 
& Swirko, 1970, p. 399), W marcu kto siać nie 
zaczyna, dobra swego zapomina (Krzyżanowski 
& Swirko, 1970, p. 400), Koniec marca – ni ma 
co dać do garca (Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1970, 
p. 398).  

British omens concerning the month of the 
year are as follows: The day of the week on 
which the 3rd of May falls is unlucky for taking 
account of cattle on a farm; Cold May, Long 
corn, short hay (Rut.). A wet May, Maks lang-
tail'd hay (Yks.). A lecky [showery] May, plenty 
o' hay, A lecky June, plenty o' corn (Nhb.). A wet 
May and a Winnie [windy], Makes a fou stack-

yard and a finnie [plentiful] (Sc. n.Cy.) (Wright, 
1913, p. 318). Cool and evening dew in May 
brings wine and much hay.; For an east wind in 
May 'tis your duty to pray; Snowstorm in May Is 
worth a waggon-load of hay; Many thunder-
storms in May. And the farmer sings, “Hey! 
Hey!”; The more thunder in May, the less in Au-
gust and September (Inwards, 1898, p. 32). 

It should be emphasized that, unlike omens, 
texts of magical actions are modally marked mi-
crotexts (formal indicators of such constructions 
are descriptors of the category of state – worth, 
belongs, can, can‟t, if You want, as You wish, 
performative and imperative action elements – 
verbs etc.), in which the first part (motivated) has 
functional features of advice or prohibition, and 
the second (motivating) reports the consequences 
(forecast). Russian researcher M. A. Kulkova ap-
plied the theory of directive acts to the omens‟ 
semantic and pragmatic features analysis, distin-
guishing, in particular, prescriptive signs, which 
attribute a specific action to the addressee (order, 
request, prescription, prohibition) and sugges-
tive, expressing warnings, proposal, etc. (Khar-
chenko & Tonkova, 2008, p. 33). 

L. N. Vinogradova refers the last to the border 
folklore “microgenres”, which are various super-
stitious and meteorological omens, economic 
and household recommendations, “rules”, prohi-
bitions, actions and customs motivations inter-
pretations, beliefs and other similar texts of in-
structive and prognostic orientation. 

The latter are characterized by a high struc-
ture stability degree, which allows preserving the 
creativity of archaic levels motifs and symbols. 
These units are important for understanding and 
deciphering ritual-magical practices in a certain 
ability to clarify the symbolic actions, motiva-
tions and meaning (Vinogradova, 1988, p. 278). 

A similar typology of omens has been sug-
gested by some ethnolinguists, who emphasize 
that thematically the omens represent the main 
traditional community spheres: weather, econo-
my, to a lesser extent, the sphere of everyday 
life, family relations and personal characteristics. 
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At the same time, the weather and economic 
omens have a predominantly rationalist basis, 
when the household and family are mostly su-
perstitious (Agapkina & Belova, 2009, p. 279). 
A special group consists of calendar omens 
based on the natural phenomena interpretation 
timed to the folk calendar specific dates (p. 279). 

O. B. Khristoforova (1998) proposes to divide 
folk omens into omens-forecasts and omens-
interpretations and identifies two main pragmatic 
functions of omens: for the omens-forecasts, it is 
the prognostic function, for еру omens-interpre-
tations - informative and warning (pp. 1-2). 

Thus, the acts of warning are often combined 
with the concept of the Road: As the owner or 
one of the family goes on the road, you should 
not immediately close the gate behind him 
(Zhayvoronok, 2006, p. 118). 

Some subfunctions of omens can be deter-
mined: 
 prognostic, for example, associated among 

the Western Slavs with the so-called Wolf 
days and months (Great Slavic Calendar, 
1913, p. 150); Jaké povětří ve vlčím měsíci 
bývá, takové též bývá v březnu (What the 
weather is like in the Wolf month, the same 
will be in March) (Vašků, 1998, p. 312); Je-li 
na den sv.Marka rosa, podaří se prosa (Bar-
toš, 1892, p. 80), cf. a number of Slovak 
omens about the death of old people in March 
(March takes away old people, in March they 
have to gather, clean up): Ide marec, poberaj 
sa starec, Marec, nejeden v ňom umrie starec, 
Marec, poberaj sa starec v tanec, Príde 
marec, zomrie starec, V marci umierajú 
starci. Adalb. Marzec 3. (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 513), Polish: Gdy przyjdzie marzec, umrze 
niejeden starzec (Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 
1970, p. 397). 

 cumulative, ie the function of knowledge ac-
cumulation (Bartoš, 1892, p. 79); Vrána 
kvače - bude déšť (Čelakovský, 2000, p. 
529)), often of a special type - with an irra-
tional element (Hezký den na sv. Jakuba 
přislibuje mnogo ovoce (Great Slavic Calen-

dar, 1913, p. 151); Slovak. Na Petra Pavla 
seje pánboh prvé hríbiky (God sows the first 
mushrooms on Peter and Paul day), Peter a 
Pavel rozsievajú huby (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 516). Mnemonic, aimed at remembering 
the omen (Když se říjen blýská, zima plíská 
(Great Slavic Calendar, 1913, p. 154); Svatý 
Vít přichází mlíko pít (Vašků, 1998, p. 163); 
Když na Petra prší, bude moc myší (Bartoš, 
1892, p. 81)), Keď príde Vavrinec, ber oči na 
klinec. - Keď príde Vavrinec, olovrant na kli-
nec, Michal všetko z poľa spíchal, Na Šimona 
Judy hájnici von z búdy; Na Šimona Judy 
mrznú v poli hrudy; Šimona Judy vyháňa 
baču z búdy (Záturecký, 2018, p. 516). 
Other subfunctions, i.e. less regular, charac-

teristic/uncharacteristic for one or another omen 
type, are regulatory-recommendatory, which re-
flects primarily the labour actions and processes 
regulation in connection with the names of pa-
tron saints, patrons or ethnometeorological peri-
ods (cf. in the Czech folk calendars: Svatý Pro-
kop, zelí okop (Bartoš, 1892, p. 81)), Slovak. Na 
Urbanov deň utekaj siať len (Flax must be sown 
on Saint Urban's Day), Po svätom Urbanu mráz 
neškodí džbánu (After Saint Urban, frost does 
not harm), Urban ešte niekedy bradou pokýva, 
Dokal Urban z pece nezleze, nebude teplo - By 
this proper name they correspond to other predic-
tive functions: Kto sieje jeczmień na Urbana, 
będzie pił piwo ze dzbana, Slovak Pred Jánom 
nechváľ jarinu, až po ňom (Before St. John do 
not praise spring, only after him) (Záturecký, 
2018, p. 515). Katarínu schovaj sa pod perinu 
(On St. Catherine‟s one should hide under the 
feather bed) (Záturecký, 2018, p. 518). Polish 
omens with this anthroponym correspond to the 
symbolism of utensils: Na Święty Jan jagod dz-
ban (On St. John there is a jug of berries), Na 
Święty Jan przyniesie mleka pełen dzban/ oleju 
dzban (St. John will bring a jug of milk/jug of 
oil), etc. Polish Kto sieje jęczmień na Urbana, 
będzie pił piwo ze dzbana, Na świętego Urbana 
wszystka rola zasiana. Na Urbana chwile jakie, i 
lato takie, Po świętym Urbanie o zbożu gadanie, 
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At the same time, the weather and economic 
omens have a predominantly rationalist basis, 
when the household and family are mostly su-
perstitious (Agapkina & Belova, 2009, p. 279). 
A special group consists of calendar omens 
based on the natural phenomena interpretation 
timed to the folk calendar specific dates (p. 279). 

O. B. Khristoforova (1998) proposes to divide 
folk omens into omens-forecasts and omens-
interpretations and identifies two main pragmatic 
functions of omens: for the omens-forecasts, it is 
the prognostic function, for еру omens-interpre-
tations - informative and warning (pp. 1-2). 

Thus, the acts of warning are often combined 
with the concept of the Road: As the owner or 
one of the family goes on the road, you should 
not immediately close the gate behind him 
(Zhayvoronok, 2006, p. 118). 

Some subfunctions of omens can be deter-
mined: 
 prognostic, for example, associated among 

the Western Slavs with the so-called Wolf 
days and months (Great Slavic Calendar, 
1913, p. 150); Jaké povětří ve vlčím měsíci 
bývá, takové též bývá v březnu (What the 
weather is like in the Wolf month, the same 
will be in March) (Vašků, 1998, p. 312); Je-li 
na den sv.Marka rosa, podaří se prosa (Bar-
toš, 1892, p. 80), cf. a number of Slovak 
omens about the death of old people in March 
(March takes away old people, in March they 
have to gather, clean up): Ide marec, poberaj 
sa starec, Marec, nejeden v ňom umrie starec, 
Marec, poberaj sa starec v tanec, Príde 
marec, zomrie starec, V marci umierajú 
starci. Adalb. Marzec 3. (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 513), Polish: Gdy przyjdzie marzec, umrze 
niejeden starzec (Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 
1970, p. 397). 

 cumulative, ie the function of knowledge ac-
cumulation (Bartoš, 1892, p. 79); Vrána 
kvače - bude déšť (Čelakovský, 2000, p. 
529)), often of a special type - with an irra-
tional element (Hezký den na sv. Jakuba 
přislibuje mnogo ovoce (Great Slavic Calen-

dar, 1913, p. 151); Slovak. Na Petra Pavla 
seje pánboh prvé hríbiky (God sows the first 
mushrooms on Peter and Paul day), Peter a 
Pavel rozsievajú huby (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 516). Mnemonic, aimed at remembering 
the omen (Když se říjen blýská, zima plíská 
(Great Slavic Calendar, 1913, p. 154); Svatý 
Vít přichází mlíko pít (Vašků, 1998, p. 163); 
Když na Petra prší, bude moc myší (Bartoš, 
1892, p. 81)), Keď príde Vavrinec, ber oči na 
klinec. - Keď príde Vavrinec, olovrant na kli-
nec, Michal všetko z poľa spíchal, Na Šimona 
Judy hájnici von z búdy; Na Šimona Judy 
mrznú v poli hrudy; Šimona Judy vyháňa 
baču z búdy (Záturecký, 2018, p. 516). 
Other subfunctions, i.e. less regular, charac-

teristic/uncharacteristic for one or another omen 
type, are regulatory-recommendatory, which re-
flects primarily the labour actions and processes 
regulation in connection with the names of pa-
tron saints, patrons or ethnometeorological peri-
ods (cf. in the Czech folk calendars: Svatý Pro-
kop, zelí okop (Bartoš, 1892, p. 81)), Slovak. Na 
Urbanov deň utekaj siať len (Flax must be sown 
on Saint Urban's Day), Po svätom Urbanu mráz 
neškodí džbánu (After Saint Urban, frost does 
not harm), Urban ešte niekedy bradou pokýva, 
Dokal Urban z pece nezleze, nebude teplo - By 
this proper name they correspond to other predic-
tive functions: Kto sieje jeczmień na Urbana, 
będzie pił piwo ze dzbana, Slovak Pred Jánom 
nechváľ jarinu, až po ňom (Before St. John do 
not praise spring, only after him) (Záturecký, 
2018, p. 515). Katarínu schovaj sa pod perinu 
(On St. Catherine‟s one should hide under the 
feather bed) (Záturecký, 2018, p. 518). Polish 
omens with this anthroponym correspond to the 
symbolism of utensils: Na Święty Jan jagod dz-
ban (On St. John there is a jug of berries), Na 
Święty Jan przyniesie mleka pełen dzban/ oleju 
dzban (St. John will bring a jug of milk/jug of 
oil), etc. Polish Kto sieje jęczmień na Urbana, 
będzie pił piwo ze dzbana, Na świętego Urbana 
wszystka rola zasiana. Na Urbana chwile jakie, i 
lato takie, Po świętym Urbanie o zbożu gadanie, 
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Pogoda na Urbana, deszcz na Wita, to dobrze na 
żyta (Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1972, p. 597). 

The latter function is closely intertwined with 
cognitive, aimed at the development of human 
thinking, i.e. attention, memory, intuition, obser-
vation of human or animal behaviour, so-called 
means of transmission and decoding, reading 
“subtle knowledge” (Dřív než kukačka zakuká, 
není zelený oves (Pavelka 1910, p. 314); Na den 
Obracení svátého Pavla když voda stojí v koleji, 
šetřte v žlabě s ojedí (Vašků, 1998, p. 52) – in 
particular, the last omen contains a warning abo-
ut the unfavourable weather situation and, as a 
consequence a long winter, and hence the need 
to save food, Slovak. Okolo sv. Doroty bývajú 
metelice a sloty. – Sv. Dorota - sneh alebo slota. 
Adalb. Dorota šw. (Záturecký, 2018, p. 520). 
The cognitive function of omens is intertwined 
with the function of knowledge accumulation, 
for example, in connection with ethnic stereo-
types about Gypsies in Slovak signs: Cigán sa 
Hromníc bojí – Gypsies are afraid of thunder 
(p. 519). 

There exist a lot of proverbial British omens 
concerning the days devoted to certain saints: 
Before St. John's Day, we pray for rain; after 
that, we get it anyhow. Rain on St. John's Day, 
and we may expect a wet harvest; Peter and Paul 
will rot the roots of the rye.; Bullion's Day, gif ye 
be fair, For forty days 'twill rain nae main; St. 
Swithin's Day, if ye do rain, For forty days it will 
remain St. Swithin's Day, an ye be fair, For forty 
days 'twill rain nae mair (Inwards, 1898, pp. 32-
38). 

Often the linguistic-aesthetic subfunction 
shows the beauty of the linguistic embodiment 
(Kateřina šla do mlýna a namlela múky, plné 
klobúky (Niederle, 1918, p. 259); Na svatou 
Dorotu si jdou ptáci kupovat na ptačí trh 
píšťalky (Plicka, 1950, p. 104). 

According to L. N. Vinogradova, the thematic 
basis of such instructive and prognostic formulas 
includes the field of folk regulations, “laws”, 
“rules”, explanations of causal relationships and 
dependencies corresponding to the traditional 

particular ethnic group worldview. Their verbal 
actualization is manifested in less stable forms, 
existing outside the rigidly established linguistic 
stereotypes” (Vinogradova, 1988, p. 278). 

In the process of stereotyping experience, the 
recurring sign becomes a category of acceptance, 
for example, according to Russian perceptions in 
different regions, many boys are born before the 
war; there is a large harvest of grain, apples, 
mushrooms (Много грибов – много гробов – 
Many mushrooms – many coffins). Researchers 
also note that variability and inconsistency are 
characteristic of omens: for example, the appear-
ance of a rainbow in the sky may mean the end 
of rain or a prolonged downpour; the cry of an 
eagle on the roof of the house prophesies the il-
legitimate childbirth or the death of a family 
member (Agapkina & Belova, 2009, p. 280). 

It is stated that in ancient Greece and Rome, 
pine cones had a phallic significance, so they 
were symbols of fertility. It is interesting to rec-
ord a superstition from the Highlands of Scotland 
stating that a lot of illegitimate births could be 
blamed on the large numbers of pine trees grow-
ing in the district (Begg). (Watts, 2007, p. 296).  

V. K. Kharchenko and O. E. Tonkova (2008) 
propose to call thematic groups of signs, united 
by the basic concept-denotation, cryptoclasses, 
arguing that “... because the sign is based on the 
secret of the relationship between the event and 
its outcome, the designation “cryptoclass” is 
more accurate than the traditional “thematic gro-
up”, “lexical-semantic class”, etc.” (pp. 38-39). 
Researchers distinguish four thematic groups or 
cryptoclasses of omens: calendar, meteorologi-
cal, household and ritual. 

Some calendar and meteorological features 
are organized on the principle of artefact sym-
bols parametric organization related to the uten-
sils and measurement units semantics and in ge-
neral the cognitive container with the idea of lar-
ge and small size; in this case, the predicted and 
the predictive contain a connection with such op-
positions as many-little-big-small: Mnoho snehu, 
málo vody; Veľké snehy, málo vody (Záturecký, 
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2018, p. 518), Malý sečeň protiví sa veľkému 
(Záturecký, 2018, p. 519), barrel – spoon: Na 
jar cent dažďa, funt blata. – Na jar za džbar 
dažďa, za lyžicu blata. – Na jar za mericu dažďa, 
za štvrtku blata. – Na jar za voz dažďa, za hrsť 
blata. č. 446. Adalb. Maj 22, Wiosna 2. (Zá-
turecký, 2018, p. 513). Polish omens have a 
similar structure: Na wiosnę ceber deszczu – 
łyżka błota, na jesień łyżka deszczu – ceber błota 
(symbolic repositories – łyżka - ceber), In the 
spring, a bucket of rain is a spoonful of dirt, in 
the fall a spoonful of water is a bucket of dirt (the 
key parametric markers in these contexts are the 
sign conventional units of measurement of small 
magnitude: łyżka, garnek, ceber, kropla). Cf. al-
so Polish.Czasem i w marcu zetnie wodę w garcu 
(Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1970, p. 396).  

The symbolism of small and large can be co-
ded by the names of animals, which is reflected 
in many signs of different peoples: Na Nový rok 
o slepačí krok (New year is longer for a chicken 
step); na Tri krále o skok dale (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 519), Rok je dlhý. – Rok má dlhý skok (Zá-
turecký, 2018, p. 527). Similar methods were 
used to determine the time of year: the increase 
in the day after the winter solstice was measured 
by the displacement of the sun‟s rays in the ho-
use “chicken, hare jump”, “o slepičí krok”, “o 
zaječí skok”, “o jeden vlas kohoutí” (Pohribna, 
2011, p. 36). cf. Czech omen: Na Tři krále jest 
den delší o jeden hlas kohoutí (On the Three 
Kings a day is one cock„s crow longer) (Vašků, 
1998, p. 44). 

Cosmogonic omens include folk ideas and 
stereotypes about cosmic luminaries in different 
Slavic cultures (stereotype theory, what does an 
object look like, what is its colour, shape, sub-
stance, how it is related to other objects). Cf. 
Russian omen of the Amur region and Siberia: a 
formidable moon “the position of the moon 
horns up, which, according to folk signs, por-
tends rainy weather”, a similar sign is known to 
the Slovaks: Keď je mesiac horerožky, bude čas 
pekný, keď dolu rožky, bude dážď (When horns 
of the moon up, there will be good weather, 

down - rainy) (Záturecký, 2018, p. 521). Russ. 
dry moon “the position of the moon, which ac-
cording to folk omens portends clear, dry weath-
er” (Mokienko, Nikitina, & Nikolaeva, 2007, 
p. 398). In the vicinity of Perm, the expression 
the moon in mittens was recorded as “the moon, 
bordered by a strip of light, which, according to 
folk signs, portends frost” (Mokienko, Nikitina, 
& Nikolaeva, p. 398). In Britain moon may influ-
ence the harvest: Plant the bean when the moon 
is light; Plant potatoes when the moon is dark 
(Inwards, 1898, p. 189). 

Anthropomorphic omens associated with the 
human body, in particular the somatic code (Cry-
ptoclass of the human body): HAIR, MOUTH, 
THROAT, HEELS, EARS, FEET; cf. Russ. The 
throat roars; growls in the throat (according to 
folklore omen predicts drinking spirits) (Mo-
kienko, Nikitina, & Nikolaeva, 2007, p. 129), 
Ukr. The right heel begins to itch when you need 
to quickly travel a long way [electronic version]; 
Do choho sverblyatʹ p'yaty: narodni prykmety ta 
zabobony (What heels itch: folk signs and super-
stitions) (What Heels Itch, 2019). 

If sulfur boils in ears, the weather is going to 
be bad (Tambov, Novgorod, Vyatka) (Filin, 
1977, p. 215), Ringing in ears, in winter signs 
heat, in summer – rain (Dal, 2003, p. 518). 

British believed that the casual putting the left 
shoe on the right foot, or the right on the left, was 
thought anciently to be the forerunner of some 
unlucky accident (Brand, 1813, p. 488). 

For example, the memory of the “chthonic” 
nature of the foot is already lost (the foot has ac-
quired such “magical” properties due to its prox-
imity to the ground, with its downward orienta-
tion, which explains the Permian saying „go to 
the foot‟ - to die), but in some folk omens this 
symbolism still retains its survivability, for ex-
ample, in the Ural, one cannot sweep the legs of 
a person sitting person or he will get sick (Po-
dyukov, 1990, p. 57) 

We can also talk about household signs-pre-
scriptions and recommendations aimed at ensur-
ing success, prosperity, wealth. For example, 
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2018, p. 518), Malý sečeň protiví sa veľkému 
(Záturecký, 2018, p. 519), barrel – spoon: Na 
jar cent dažďa, funt blata. – Na jar za džbar 
dažďa, za lyžicu blata. – Na jar za mericu dažďa, 
za štvrtku blata. – Na jar za voz dažďa, za hrsť 
blata. č. 446. Adalb. Maj 22, Wiosna 2. (Zá-
turecký, 2018, p. 513). Polish omens have a 
similar structure: Na wiosnę ceber deszczu – 
łyżka błota, na jesień łyżka deszczu – ceber błota 
(symbolic repositories – łyżka - ceber), In the 
spring, a bucket of rain is a spoonful of dirt, in 
the fall a spoonful of water is a bucket of dirt (the 
key parametric markers in these contexts are the 
sign conventional units of measurement of small 
magnitude: łyżka, garnek, ceber, kropla). Cf. al-
so Polish.Czasem i w marcu zetnie wodę w garcu 
(Krzyżanowski & Swirko, 1970, p. 396).  

The symbolism of small and large can be co-
ded by the names of animals, which is reflected 
in many signs of different peoples: Na Nový rok 
o slepačí krok (New year is longer for a chicken 
step); na Tri krále o skok dale (Záturecký, 2018, 
p. 519), Rok je dlhý. – Rok má dlhý skok (Zá-
turecký, 2018, p. 527). Similar methods were 
used to determine the time of year: the increase 
in the day after the winter solstice was measured 
by the displacement of the sun‟s rays in the ho-
use “chicken, hare jump”, “o slepičí krok”, “o 
zaječí skok”, “o jeden vlas kohoutí” (Pohribna, 
2011, p. 36). cf. Czech omen: Na Tři krále jest 
den delší o jeden hlas kohoutí (On the Three 
Kings a day is one cock„s crow longer) (Vašků, 
1998, p. 44). 

Cosmogonic omens include folk ideas and 
stereotypes about cosmic luminaries in different 
Slavic cultures (stereotype theory, what does an 
object look like, what is its colour, shape, sub-
stance, how it is related to other objects). Cf. 
Russian omen of the Amur region and Siberia: a 
formidable moon “the position of the moon 
horns up, which, according to folk signs, por-
tends rainy weather”, a similar sign is known to 
the Slovaks: Keď je mesiac horerožky, bude čas 
pekný, keď dolu rožky, bude dážď (When horns 
of the moon up, there will be good weather, 

down - rainy) (Záturecký, 2018, p. 521). Russ. 
dry moon “the position of the moon, which ac-
cording to folk omens portends clear, dry weath-
er” (Mokienko, Nikitina, & Nikolaeva, 2007, 
p. 398). In the vicinity of Perm, the expression 
the moon in mittens was recorded as “the moon, 
bordered by a strip of light, which, according to 
folk signs, portends frost” (Mokienko, Nikitina, 
& Nikolaeva, p. 398). In Britain moon may influ-
ence the harvest: Plant the bean when the moon 
is light; Plant potatoes when the moon is dark 
(Inwards, 1898, p. 189). 

Anthropomorphic omens associated with the 
human body, in particular the somatic code (Cry-
ptoclass of the human body): HAIR, MOUTH, 
THROAT, HEELS, EARS, FEET; cf. Russ. The 
throat roars; growls in the throat (according to 
folklore omen predicts drinking spirits) (Mo-
kienko, Nikitina, & Nikolaeva, 2007, p. 129), 
Ukr. The right heel begins to itch when you need 
to quickly travel a long way [electronic version]; 
Do choho sverblyatʹ p'yaty: narodni prykmety ta 
zabobony (What heels itch: folk signs and super-
stitions) (What Heels Itch, 2019). 

If sulfur boils in ears, the weather is going to 
be bad (Tambov, Novgorod, Vyatka) (Filin, 
1977, p. 215), Ringing in ears, in winter signs 
heat, in summer – rain (Dal, 2003, p. 518). 

British believed that the casual putting the left 
shoe on the right foot, or the right on the left, was 
thought anciently to be the forerunner of some 
unlucky accident (Brand, 1813, p. 488). 

For example, the memory of the “chthonic” 
nature of the foot is already lost (the foot has ac-
quired such “magical” properties due to its prox-
imity to the ground, with its downward orienta-
tion, which explains the Permian saying „go to 
the foot‟ - to die), but in some folk omens this 
symbolism still retains its survivability, for ex-
ample, in the Ural, one cannot sweep the legs of 
a person sitting person or he will get sick (Po-
dyukov, 1990, p. 57) 

We can also talk about household signs-pre-
scriptions and recommendations aimed at ensur-
ing success, prosperity, wealth. For example, 
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Russians in the Oryol region recorded an expres-
sion to sleep high (If You sleep high, you will be 
rich, if low – poor) (Filin, 1970, p. 25). Similar 
axiology is inherent in the beliefs and character-
istics of other ethnic cultures, in which the semi-
otics of the top and bottom are manifested. This 
is especially true of childbirth and marriage mag-
ic, and so on. It is enough to turn to British be-
liefs, according to which, to ensure success, good 
luck to the child at birth, the last should be taken 
upstairs, to the highest place or to the room lo-
cated in the house highest. This will contribute to 
the success of the child in the future life, promo-
tion, career growth (Pickering, 1995, p. 17). 

As you know, the top and bottom are one of 
the primary spatial semantic oppositions associ-
ated with popular ideas about the world – posi-
tive (good), top, negative - bad, bottom. For ex-
ample, if a spider crawls upwards, it is a good 
sign, downwards – bad (Zhayvoronok, 2006, 
p. 79). According to the Ukrainian cultural tradi-
tion, on New Year‟s Eve, girls and boys foretold 
their destiny at the crossroads; to do this, they 
outlined a magic circle, sat in it, covered them-
selves with a white tablecloth and listened to the 
environment: from which side will be a sign – 
hoarse barking of dogs. 

Rarely the omen symbolism can be expressed 
verbally, in stable expressions: So, for example, 
according to Russian manifestations in Karelia, if 
a girl sits between two benches at the same time, 
which is called laying on crosses, she will not 
marry (Mokienko, Nikitina, & Nikolaeva, 2007, 
p. 329), Ukrainian saying To drop the wedding 
ring means “to live unhappily or to divorce in the 
future. Based on the sign: “when during the reg-
istration of marriage one of the young people 
loses the wedding ring, it symbolizes an unhappy 
life, and even divorce in the future” (Uzhchenko 
& Uzhchenko, 2005, p. 222). 

According to A. V. Gura, the omen that a 
hare that has crossed the road or was met on the 
way promises misfortune to the traveller is noted 
among the Slavs everywhere. It is sometimes 
believed that a hare brings misfortune only when 

it runs down a mountain (Montenegrin) or cross-
es the road “behind the bosom” of a traveller 
(Brest). To avert misfortune, it is necessary, as 
the Southern Slavs believe, to return from the 
path, to wait for someone else to cross this road 
(Polish beliefs), to turn over three times on that 
place (Kharkov), to strike crosswise with a whip 
(the outskirts of Tarnow, Poland), three times to 
throw a handful of earth in the opposite direction 
to the hare (Lesser Poland), break the stick and 
throw one end to where the hare jumped out, and 
the other - to where he ran, etc. (Tolstoy, 1995b, 
p. 287). British also believed that it is very ill 
luck to have a hare cross one in a high way 
(Brand, 1813, p. 520). 

Also, such a negative symbol in English 
omens is a pig running across the road: The 
swine has run through it „about a failed mar-
riage‟; the expression goes back to the northern 
belief that a pig crossing the road of a wedding 
procession is a sign of failure: The swine has run 
through it, of a marriage gone wrong. (From the 
northern belief that it was unlucky for swine to 
cross the path in front of a wedding party) (Wil-
kinson, 1993, p. 397). 

In traditional Ukrainian notions, the squirrel is 
an unclean animal, “it is a harbinger of fire, close 
to the house spirits, mermaids and other evil spir-
its. Meat of the last should not be eaten; meeting 
her is a bad omen” (Zhayvoronok, 2006, p. 39), 
similar prophecies are also known to Poles: 
Wiewiórka na dachu ogień zwiastuje (A squirrel 
on the roof of a house foretells fire) (Kobyliński, 
1990, p. 203). 

In determining the synoptic model of the 
world through the prism of the structure and se-
mantics of calendar omens, in particular the cul-
tural function of the name, scientists identify 
many different calendars, which are based on 
different principles of time management: solar, 
lunar, vegetative; Christian (church); agricultur-
al, pastoral; family, etc. The Slavic, particularly 
the Russian folk calendar, is a combination of 
two main models – Christian and pre-Christian 
(agricultural in its direction). The combination of 
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the two time systems is brought together in the 
popular consciousness Christian holidays with 
agrarian dates and seasons and the controlled 
work and life of the peasant. For example, the 
canvas for the folk calendar in the Slavic tradi-
tion (Russians, Ukrainians, Belarusians) were 
Orthodox saints, days of commemoration of 
Christian saints, and the names of these saints 
became the basis for remembering the dates of 
the beginning and end of agricultural work. For 
example, the day of the martyr Isidore (May 
14/27) in the folk calendar – Cucumber Sidor: 
early cucumbers and flax were sown on Sidor. 
As a result of rethinking, saints often become 
patrons of time periods, and they are attributed 
special functions in connection with natural phe-
nomena and human agricultural activity (Morgu-
nova, Krivoshchapova, Osipova, 2014, p. 3). 

 
Conclusion 

 
As the study showed, individual signs can 

motivate the semiotic code of riddles, figurative 
and semantic structure of phraseological units 
and idioms (weather, meteorological signs about 
the family, marriage, related to animal behav-
iour, the guests‟ arrival, travel). Several omens 
contain in their semantic and figurative structure 
the cognitive function of the container (mainly 
the West Slavic tradition), associated with the 
units‟ parametric and symbolic structure (size se-
mantics, much-little, large-small, short-long), 
utensils‟ symbolism (spoon-barrel, bucket-drop, 
full-empty, old-new, whole-broken), methods of 
measuring time through the names of animals 
(Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak signs), presented 
mainly in meteorological and household texts, 
related to the elements of folk cosmogony, pri-
mary archetypes and stereotypes of the sun, fire, 
water, earth, cosmic lights. Of particular note in 
this regard are anthropomorphic, usually phrase-
ologised signs associated with the body, somatic 
code (crypto class of human body parts – hair, 
mouth, pharynx, heel, ears, legs, sound symbol-
ism of a sonorous and hoarse voice in Russian 

consciousness), that of the pets, omes-instructi-
ons and recommendations aimed at ensuring suc-
cess, well-being, wealth, which encodes the sym-
bols of the top and bottom, positive and negative 
(English, Russian and Ukrainian omen texts) oc-
cur not so frequently. 

Attention is paid to the principle of semantic 
attraction (attraction) in the omens of mythologi-
cal and magical content in the predictive and pre-
dictable part of the omen; The peculiarities of the 
rites connected with the symbolism of ethnome-
teorological periods, calendar holidays and rites 
regulating labour and agricultural activity, the 
human life cycle, crafts, traditional occupations 
and crafts of the Eastern Slavs are covered. The-
se motives contain economic and household rec-
ommendations (in connection to the annual cy-
cle, months and other time periods), “unwritten 
rules”, prohibitions, motivations for actions and 
customs, beliefs and other texts of instructive and 
prognostic orientation. As a rule, calendar say-
ings operate on the basis of norms for the Chris-
tian saints‟ commemoration days or in the names 
of saints “reading”, which became the basis for 
regulating the beginning and end of agricultural 
or other types of work (e.g. spinning or weav-
ing), harvesting. These units also occur in the 
Polish, Czech and Slovak models of the world. 
They are essential for understanding and deci-
phering the ritual and magical practice, allow to 
clarify the motivation and secondary meaning of 
symbolic actions and realities in the field of ma-
terial and spiritual culture of the Slavs. 

At the verbal level, this thematic group is rep-
resented primarily by chrononyms (the function 
of names in traditional folk culture), agionyms, 
geortonyms, denoting the names of the corre-
sponding patrons. The attention is paid to the 
signs that are different in meaning and purpose, 
united around one anthroponym. 

The analysis showed that these and other 
names, especially cultural anthroponyms associ-
ated with Christian ideology, undergo various 
reinterpretations in the traditional folk calendar 
due to accidental etymological convergence or 
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the two time systems is brought together in the 
popular consciousness Christian holidays with 
agrarian dates and seasons and the controlled 
work and life of the peasant. For example, the 
canvas for the folk calendar in the Slavic tradi-
tion (Russians, Ukrainians, Belarusians) were 
Orthodox saints, days of commemoration of 
Christian saints, and the names of these saints 
became the basis for remembering the dates of 
the beginning and end of agricultural work. For 
example, the day of the martyr Isidore (May 
14/27) in the folk calendar – Cucumber Sidor: 
early cucumbers and flax were sown on Sidor. 
As a result of rethinking, saints often become 
patrons of time periods, and they are attributed 
special functions in connection with natural phe-
nomena and human agricultural activity (Morgu-
nova, Krivoshchapova, Osipova, 2014, p. 3). 

 
Conclusion 
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motivate the semiotic code of riddles, figurative 
and semantic structure of phraseological units 
and idioms (weather, meteorological signs about 
the family, marriage, related to animal behav-
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the cognitive function of the container (mainly 
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full-empty, old-new, whole-broken), methods of 
measuring time through the names of animals 
(Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak signs), presented 
mainly in meteorological and household texts, 
related to the elements of folk cosmogony, pri-
mary archetypes and stereotypes of the sun, fire, 
water, earth, cosmic lights. Of particular note in 
this regard are anthropomorphic, usually phrase-
ologised signs associated with the body, somatic 
code (crypto class of human body parts – hair, 
mouth, pharynx, heel, ears, legs, sound symbol-
ism of a sonorous and hoarse voice in Russian 

consciousness), that of the pets, omes-instructi-
ons and recommendations aimed at ensuring suc-
cess, well-being, wealth, which encodes the sym-
bols of the top and bottom, positive and negative 
(English, Russian and Ukrainian omen texts) oc-
cur not so frequently. 

Attention is paid to the principle of semantic 
attraction (attraction) in the omens of mythologi-
cal and magical content in the predictive and pre-
dictable part of the omen; The peculiarities of the 
rites connected with the symbolism of ethnome-
teorological periods, calendar holidays and rites 
regulating labour and agricultural activity, the 
human life cycle, crafts, traditional occupations 
and crafts of the Eastern Slavs are covered. The-
se motives contain economic and household rec-
ommendations (in connection to the annual cy-
cle, months and other time periods), “unwritten 
rules”, prohibitions, motivations for actions and 
customs, beliefs and other texts of instructive and 
prognostic orientation. As a rule, calendar say-
ings operate on the basis of norms for the Chris-
tian saints‟ commemoration days or in the names 
of saints “reading”, which became the basis for 
regulating the beginning and end of agricultural 
or other types of work (e.g. spinning or weav-
ing), harvesting. These units also occur in the 
Polish, Czech and Slovak models of the world. 
They are essential for understanding and deci-
phering the ritual and magical practice, allow to 
clarify the motivation and secondary meaning of 
symbolic actions and realities in the field of ma-
terial and spiritual culture of the Slavs. 

At the verbal level, this thematic group is rep-
resented primarily by chrononyms (the function 
of names in traditional folk culture), agionyms, 
geortonyms, denoting the names of the corre-
sponding patrons. The attention is paid to the 
signs that are different in meaning and purpose, 
united around one anthroponym. 

The analysis showed that these and other 
names, especially cultural anthroponyms associ-
ated with Christian ideology, undergo various 
reinterpretations in the traditional folk calendar 
due to accidental etymological convergence or 
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transformation of the original religious or mytho-
logical content. This circle will be connected 
with the phenomenon of “folk-etymological 
magic” of the cultural text containing in different 
linguistic cultures connection to the axiology of 
favourable and unfavourable time, elements of 
internal and external space (the House and its 
parts), with spatial loci and borders, household, 
everyday objects, with marital and healing mag-
ic, inducing damage (cf. the functions of a 
broom, poker, chain, millstone, clothing, ritual 
bread and pastries), handicraft tools (spindle, 
reel, bird, potter‟s wheel, fishing net, etc., mainly 
in the Eastern Slavs beliefs), the concept of the 
Way and encounters with unclean animals (Slav-
ic and British ideas about a hare or a pig crossing 
the road of a wedding procession or a traveller), 
the conceptual oppositions of clean-dirty, empty-
full.  
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